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EURUSD spot 1.1365 +0.0030/         
+0.26%

→↓ ↓ 1.1244, 
1.1184

1.1214, 
1.1024, 
1.0833

short

GBPUSD spot 1.3207 +0.0153 /        
+1.17%

↑ →↓ - - -

Eurostoxx 50 cash 3312.10 +13.75/              
+0.49%

↑ →↓ - - -

S&P500 - ES
(Mar ‘19)

2805 +14.25/                 
+0.51%

↑ →↑ - - -

Gold - GC
(Apr ‘19)

1299.20 -33.6/                
-2.52%

→↑ ↑ 1361.10 1343.2,
1373.1

long

30-year Bond - ZB
(Mar ‘19)

143 26/32 -1 31/32 /
-1.35%

→↑ ↑ 157-27 - long

EURUSD: There is not much to add to our narrative of the last few weeks. Basically, the Euro is pausing
before its next major move. The way things are set-up in our model, the odds favor the bearish case and
we have all the evidence (and the price targets) to support this. The Euro has now spent the last 20 weeks
or so “stuck” in a range of circa 1.1250 to 1.1500. The more time it spends “coiling”, the more explosive
will be the energy release when we break out. We maintain our bearish bias.

GBPUSD: There is clearly something “bullish” going on with Sterling. Having said that we will maintain our
neutral bias for two reasons: a) there are massively conflicting signals within our model and b) this week
we tested and rejected the so-called 50% level (circa 1.3380) between the pre-referendum high and post-
referendum low. We’ve alluded to this level in the past, most notably beginning of 2018 as Sterling broke
above it and stayed above it until April 2018. Don’t expect much until we start trading comfortably above
that level again.

Eurostoxx50: Last week we wrote: “We’re in a conundrum: The short term trend, while bullish, is quite
over extended and the longer term trend is very bearish, at critical resistance levels and still sending sell
signals. Therefore odds favor some kind of pullback. In the meantime, we’re going to sit this one out and
see how it unfolds.” No change.

S&P500: This week was the 10th consecutive week where we closed higher. Our model has now turned
bullish and our bearish case is almost completely out of the window. The price action is totally “bizarre”
but whatever is out there buying stocks, has a very strong appetite. If this rally is healthy, it is imperative
that there be some kind of pullback. Following that, we will probably test the previous all-time highs.

Gold: Last week we wrote: “We’ve highlighted for a while how important the 1335 (+/- 10) area is. This
week we achieved the last of our price targets on closing basis at 1339.40. However it is evident that there
is quite a lot of activity going on around that area as the forces of supply and demand clash. We view this
as very healthy for the longer term prospects of gold prices, if any. In the meantime, we’re happy to watch
from the sidelines to see how this plays out and whether a new equilibrium is found.” We have some new
price targets higher but do not expect much until the 1335 area is cleared with conviction.

30-year bond: The bond market is another market with very bizarre price action. That said, the weight of
the evidence of our model remains with the bulls and we keep our bias accordingly.
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Bold: Price target achieved on close
Italic: Price target hit but not on close


